Hansgrohe
Memo to the trade

Planning and installation

iBox® universal

Hansgrohe
The brand

The most efficient way to enjoy water
We are passionate about working with water. It fascinates and inspires us. For this
reason all of our technological innovations have the same objective: to combine
pleasure, convenience and sustainability. As a plumbing specialist you can pass on
our brand philosophy and the quality of our products directly to your customers.
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The Hansgrohe
PartnerPlus

We are partners with the bathroom trade
Hansgrohe supports the bathroom trade through
a wide range of services.
We are the brand that works with the bathroom trade as
a partner. Our services range from product training, through
consulting to marketing support. Make sure you benefit from
our comprehensive knowledge.
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Hansgrohe
PartnerPlus

Find out more on our website:
pro.hansgrohe-int.com
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Exposed installation

Concealed installation

In an exposed installation, the
functional part of the mixer is
mounted onto the wall, and is
therefore “exposed”. This type

In a concealed installation, the
basic set is installed in the wall,
and therefore “disappears”. Mixers
and shower finish sets from different

of installation takes up more
space and reduces the freedom
of movement in the shower.

product series can then be mounted
onto the basic set.

iBox® universal

Flexibility that is of benefit to everyone

Advantages for everyone

In the world of installation, the iBox universal has long been a standard for concealed
fittings. Since its introduction, it has been the one and only basic set for all Hansgrohe
and Axor standard and thermostat solutions. With the iBox universal, Hansgrohe offers
an extremely flexible concealed installation system which allows a basic set built into the
wall to be connected to various finish sets for mixers and showers. It can be connected to
many different ways.

This is how you benefit from
the iBox® universal
You only need one basic set for 16 functional
solutions
More than 200 Hansgrohe and Axor finish sets
are compatible with the iBox universal

This is how your customers benefit from the
iBox® universal
More time to choose the mixers
Greater freedom of movement in the
shower when installing.

You only need to keep one basic set in stock

When renovating the bathroom, mixers can
be easily replaced by new ones

The iBox universal fits numerous installation systems,
connection types and fittings

The reliability of a system that has proven
itself for 10 years

Durability thanks to a reliable technology that has
proven itself over and over again
Easy and quick to install
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One basic set – many solutions

The iBox® universal offers your customers a wide variety of different options –
and more time to choose the mixers.
1. Single lever concealed installation
bath mixer
With M2 ceramic cartridge, flow rate at 3 bar
pressure: bath tub outflow 31 l/min, shower
outflow 24 l/min. For installation in the shower

6. Ecostat® S concealed installation
thermostat with integrated shut-off
valve
With MTC cartridge, flow rate at 3 bar pressure:
26 l/min. For installation in showers or over

12. Raindance ® E420 2jet overhead
shower
Overhead shower with 385 mm shower arm,
dimensions 430 x 220 mm, two spray modes:
RainAir (rain shower) and RainFlow (flood

or the bath tub. Serves two functions (hand
shower/bath filler).

bathtubs, to serve a single attachment.

jet). Operation via an iBox universal and, for
example, thermostat with shut-off and diverter
valve.

2. Single lever concealed installation
bath mixer with safety combination
With M2 ceramic cartridge, flow rate at 3 bar
pressure: bath tub outflow 31 l/min, shower
outflow 24 l/min. For installation in the shower
or the bath tub. Serves two functions (hand
shower/bath filler). With integrated safety

7. Ecostat® S concealed installation
thermostat with integrated shut-off
and diverter valve
With MTC cartridge, flow rate at 3 bar pressure:
26 l/min. For installation in showers or over
bathtubs, to serve two different attachments.

3. Single lever concealed installation
shower mixer
With M2 ceramic cartridge, flow rate at 3 bar
pressure: 32 l/minute. For installation over
bathtubs, but mainly in showers; to serve
a single attachment, usually the hand shower.

9. iControl ® manual
Concealed installation shut-off and diverter valve
to control two attachments either individually
or simultaneously; integrated shut-off valve for
parallel operation of a third attachment.

4. Ecostat ® S concealed installation
thermostat
With MTC cartridge, flow pressure at 3 bar
pressure: 43 l/minute. For installation in
showers or over bathtubs. Requires at least
one additional shut-off valve.
5. Ecostat S concealed installation
Highflow thermostat
®

With MTC cartridge, Highflow model, flow
rate at 3 bar pressure: 58 l/min. For installation
in showers or over bathtubs. Requires at least
one additional shut-off valve.
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concealed installation
Showerpipe with thermostat and shut-off
and diverter valve; both attachments can
be operated at the same time.

8. Ecostat® S concealed installation
Start/Stop thermostat
With electronic Start/Stop button, MTC cartridge
and electronic time control, flow rate at 3 bar
pressure: 26 l/min. For installation in the shower,
to serve a single attachment.

combination, which means it is not necessary
to have an additional non return valve pipe
interrupter.

13. Raindance ® Showerpipe 240 for

10. iControl ® mobile
Electronic shut-off and diverter valve, three-way
diversion and shut-off for operation of three
attachments, battery-free remote control.
11. Raindance ® Rainfall ®
Horizontal overhead shower panel with three
different spray modes and swivel massage jets.

14. Raindance ® Showerpanel
With MTC cartridge and integrated shut-off
and diverter valve, 17 l/min, side shower
outflow 19 l/min. For installation in the shower
or over the bathtub (end wall), to serve the hand
shower and eight side showers. The two functions
can be used either separately or in combination.
15. Axor® Urquiola bath filler
Combination of bath filler and Porter unit with
non-return valve; flow rate 25 l/min, operation
via a separate finish sets, such as a thermostat
with shut-off/diverter valve.
16. iModul ®
Concealed installation module, pre-installed
and tested. For installing overhead and side
showers; includes iBox universal, basic set for
shut-off valve, basic set for Quattro three-way
diverter. The module can be panelled, plastered
or tiled.

iBox® universal
Wide range of possibilities
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The many advantages of the iBox® universal

iBox® universal
Technical

Rotationally symmetrical installation
Symmetrical structure; all connections are equal.
It is important that the cold water is connected
on the right and the hot water on the left.
When used as a bath mixer, the lower outflowtakes priority.
When the iBox universal is used as a shower
mixer, either the upper or lower outflow can
be connected.

Safe and economical

Multiple installation options

Integrated safety combination

The basic set contains just the connection block.
The valuable fitting aid is delivered and
installed later, together with the finish set.
Prevents problems like theft, dirt and frost
occurring during the building phase; expensive
warehousing becomes unnecessary.

Coordinated with all current installation systems
and all types of connections and fittings.
Patented flexible adjustment ring.
Mounting options at two levels and G ¾
connections for universal installation

When installing a concealed single lever bath
mixer with integrated safety combination –
together with an Exafill bath filler with waste
and overflow set – a non return valve becomes
unnecessary. This reduces installation costs as

possibilities.

well as the number of functional parts inside
the wall.

Also suitable for thicker walls and dry wall
installations as well as for pre-fabricated
housing systems.

Solutions for walls that are either very
thick or very thin

Excellent protection against humidity
This will protect against splashing water and
moisture coming from any direction.
Seals on all four connections and the supporting
collar.

If the iBox universal sits too deep in the wall,

>108

25
133

made flatter and is now even better suited for
walls with limited installation depths.

Collar extension

Low noise level
<80

The brass body rests on seals, preventing
sound from the water-conducting parts from
being transferred through the wall.
The supporting collar is screwed to the iBox
universal housing and not to the function block,
which prevents sound from being transferred
through to the tiles.

Thanks to the extension, even limited installation depths are no longer a problem.
The extension collar makes it possible to install
the iBox universal despite the lack of depth.

22

min.
58
Easy rinsing

150

Compatible with smaller escutcheon
diameters
170

The rinse block supplied with the iBox universal
can be mounted in different positions. This
makes it easy to flush the pipes through to where
they finish at the wall.

the basic unit extension is fitted between the
connector and the function block.
The extension set ensures safety right up to the
wall and keeps the walls free from dampness
The iBox universal standard basic set has been

The operating handles and escutcheons of the
various mixer series are becoming more and
more minimalist.
The iBox universal is compatible with concealed
mixers of 170 mm and 150 mm diameters.
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Installations

1. Raindance ® Rainfall ®

# 28411000

The Raindance Rainfall is a horizontal overhead shower headpanel with three
different spray modes, each of which can be individually controlled from the wall
via controls: Rain Air 240 mm (rain shower), Whirl Air 4 spray units (massage), and
Rainflow (flood jet). The iBox universal serves as the basis and is used for both the
thermostat and the overhead shower headpanel. Together with the Quattro diverter
valve and
a shut-off valve, this shower installation guarantees perfect spray performance.

2

Components required for installation:
1. First iBox® universal # 01800180 to connect to the hot and cold water pipes
and to accommodate the central thermostat element/finish set.
2. Second iBox® universal # 01800180 to mount the Raindance Rainfall securely
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and to accommodate the pipes required for the three spray modes as well as the
appropriate functional unit. The fourth outflow on the iBox universal is extended
for secure mounting and is simply plugged up (this section of the pipe is not waterconducting).
3. Shut-off valve # 15970180 to control the flow rate manually
4. Quattro diverter valve # 15930180 to control the three different spray
modes manually
5. Shut-off valve # 15970180 to control the hand shower manually

2. Raindance ® E 420 AIR 2jet

# 27373000

The Raindance E 420 AIR 2jet is an overhead shower with two spray modes: Rain Air
(rain shower) and Rain Flow (flood jet), each of which can be individually controlled
from the wall controls. The iBox universal serves as the basis and is used for both the
thermostat and the overhead shower.
Components required for installation:
1. First iBox® universal # 01800180 to connect to the hot and cold water pipes
and to accommodate the central thermostat element/finish set.
2. Second iBox® universal # 01800180 to mount the Raindance E 420 AIR 2jet
overhead shower securely and to accommodate the pipes required for the two
spray modes as well as the appropriate functional unit. The lower and upper
outflows on the iBox universal are extended for secure mounting and are simply
plugged up (these sections of the pipe are not water-conducting).
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iBox® universal
Installations

3. Raindance ® Showerpanel ®

# 27100000

The installation is easy: build in the iBox universal, mount the
Showerpanel on top, and you are done!
Components required for installation:
iBox® universal
# 01800180 to connect to the hot and cold water pipes and to
accommodate the Raindance Showerpanel/finish set.

4. Showerpipe

# 27145000/# 27192000

Another easy installation: all you need is an iBox universal.
Components required for installation:
iBox® universal
# 01800180 to connect to the hot and cold
water pipes and to accommodate the central
thermostat element/finish set.
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Installing the iModul®
With ready-mounted piping, the iModul and the iBox universal
form the ideal concealed installation base for the shower family,
Raindance overhead and side showers as well as the PuraVida
overhead and side showers. Unlike pre-assembled shower
cabins, a shower family like this can be set up and completed
on location, according to technical requirements and the
customer’s preferences.
Installation
Fix the iModul, connect the cold and hot water. The finished
construction can then be tiled. At the end, the thermostat finish
set and the selected shower family are installed.
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iBox® universal
Installation tips

Installation tips and instructions
Tips for the skeleton installation

Rinsing
Rinse the entire installation through. The arrows
on the rinsing block indicate which supply pipe
is connected
to which outflow pipe, e.g. cold water to outflow
1 and hot water to outflow 2. If only one outflow

Outflow 2

is required, the rinse block must be rotated 90°
after the first flushing process.
Hot

Cold

Outflow 1

Tips for the bath tub

Build in the basic unit in such a way that the
hot water is connected on the left and
the cold water is on the right.
Installation depth 80 mm to 108 mm
(A)
Extension set 25 mm
if the installation is too deep:
# 13595000
Extension set 22 mm
for limited installation depths:
# 13596000
# 13597000
# 97407000
# 15597000
The basic unit can be installed according to the
requirements of the site. The iBox universal is
suitable for both bathtubs and showers. For single
lever bath mixers, the lower outflow (outflow 1)
takes priority. For shower installations, the outflow
that is not required must be sealed with
a plug.

iBox® universal in combination with

Placing the bath tub

Exafill bath filler with waste and
overflow set:
Turn off the water to the Exafill during the
construction phase.

1. Turn off water
2. Mount bath tub with Exafill
and connect to pipes
3. Flush pipes to Exafill Exafill with
test spout extensions and check

Skeleton installation:
1. Install iBox universal
2. Lay connections to Exafill
and fit metal plugs
3. Flush pipes and test for

whether it is watertight
4. Turn water off in floor or building
5. Dismount rinse block
6. Insert plug (A) in outflow
for Exafill

pressure and leaks

7. Flush block through
8. Turn on water

The rotationally symmetric basic unit of the
iBox universal can be used either horizontally
or vertically.
Exception: For bath mixers with a safety
combination only vertical installation is possible.

Please visit www.hansgrohe.com to download the installation instructions.
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Installation iBox® universal

Everything included – iBox universal,
supporting collar, 3 reducing adapters, flushing

Installation tip – to drill connections in, clamp
the iBox universal in the vice using a pipe insert
with a G ¾“ thread.

In the correct position – With the help of
the affixed positioning aids, it is easy to mount

Properly connected – coordinated with
all current pipework systems, the fittings can
be grouted to the iBox universal immediately.

Coordinates with all installation

Rinsing meets DIN 1988 standard –
the flushing block, which is included in the
delivery, makes it possible to flush the pipes
in any targeted direction.

Exafill plug for outflow – This plug makes

127 mm circle cutter – the deliberately chosen
round shape of the ibox universal makes it possible
for a circle cutter to be used. This enables recesses
to be created quickly and precisely in the cladding

block, construction protection cap, 1 plug for
skeleton installation Exafill bath spout (with
drain and overflow system), assembly instructions.
No need to order additional accessories!

it possible to turn off the water to the inlet pipe
after checking the pipe system and filling the
bathtub, yet maintain the pressure in the pipe
system.
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systems – the two fixing levels and the wide
range of ways it can be fixed in place make
the iBox universal compatible with all current
installation systems.

of the installation mounted on the wall or in the
tiles.

the iBox universal in exactly the right position.

Supporting collar for installation mounted
on the wall – to ensure that an installation
mounted on the wall is totally watertight, press
the supporting collar into PCI Lastogum, or
a sealing compound which is similar according to
the manufacturer‘s details, spread onto the wall.

Installing the standard finish set

iBox® universal – everything‘s ready–bathing
fun coming up soon: function block, mounting
screws, supporting collar, handle cartridge, grip
adapter, handles and assembly instructions.

28 mm ceramic tile adjustment – After the
tiles are in place, cut away the protruding edge
of the iBox universal 2 mm in front of the tiles
using a knife. This ensures absolute tightness of
the seal between the ibox universal and where

iBox® universal
Installation

Spray join with silicon – to ensure that the
seal is also tight against splashed water, spray
the join between the iBox universal and the tiles
with silicon.

the wall was penetrated.

Disassemble rinse block – before installing
the function block, disassemble the rinse block by
undoing the Allen screw. Remember to shut off
the water!

Installation function block – using the
mounting screws provided, screw the function
block to the connecting block.

Screw together supporting collar – the
supporting collar is screwed to the housing of the
iBox universal using plastic screws that can easily
be shortened. This ensures that the soundproofing
carries all the way through to the ceramic tiles.
The sponge rubber seal protects against splashing
water, even in areas like grooves and gaps.

Attach face plate – simply fit the face plate
over the supporting collar – no screws or bolts
needed. The sponge rubber, which protects
against splashing water, and the O-rings at the
openings for the handle sleeves, guarantee
a firm grip.

Securing the handles – Finally, put the
handles in place and screw them in.

Completion – The iBox universal and the
desired finish set can be installed in the shortest
possible time and without the hassle of having to
order accessories such as flushing plugs or items
to help you secure things in place, depending on
which installation method you use.
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Installation options
Bath mixer with integrated safety combination

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
2

1

Caption

Exafill

1

Exafill

2

Hand shower

Thermostat with shut-off and diverter valve/bath mixer

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
2

1

Caption
1
2
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Exafill
Hand shower

iBox® universal
Installation

Thermostat with shut-off valve/shower mixer

DN20
(¾")

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

Raindrain

Ø 70

Thermostat with shut-off valve/shower mixer/Raindance® Showerpanel®

DN20
(¾")

1

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

2

Raindrain

Caption
1
Overhead
shower
2

Ø 70

1

Body shower
+ 2 Overhead shower +
Body shower

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
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Installation options
Shower thermostat with electronic Start/Stop button/thermostat with shut-off valve/shower mixer

2150 mm

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

DN20
(¾")

Thermostat with shut-off and diverter valve/bath mixer

1
2

2150 mm

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

Raindrain

Caption
1

Ø 70

20

2

Hand shower
Overhead shower

iBox® universal
Installation

Thermostat

2150 mm

1
2

1

7
4

13
10

19
16

25
22

31
28

37
34

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

3

DN20
(¾")
>50 l/min.

Caption
1
2

1

Body shower
+ 2 Overhead shower + Hand shower
+ 3 Overhead shower + Body shower

2

+

3
Raindrain

Overhead shower
Hand shower

1

Ø 70

3

Hand shower + Body shower

Thermostat Highflow

2150 mm

1
2

1

7
4

13
10

19
16

25
22

31
28

37
34

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
DN20
(¾")

>50 l/min.

Caption
Raindrain

1
2

Ø 70

1

Overhead shower
Hand shower
+ 2 Overhead shower + Hand shower
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Installation options
Highflow thermostat in combination with Raindance® Rainfall®

2190 mm

Quattro

1

7
4

13
10

19
16

25
22

31
28

37
34

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
Shut-off valve
for concealed
installation

Caption
1
2

> 50 l/min

3

Rain AIR
Whirl AIR
Rainflow

Raindrain

Ø 70

Highflow thermostat in combination with Raindance® Rainmaker®

1
2

1

9
5

Quattro

17
13

25
21

33
29

41
37

49
45

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
Caption

Shut-off valve
for concealed
installation

1

1
2

+

Trio-Stop

3
> 50 l/min

Raindrain

Ø 70

22

Rain AIR
Rain AIR XXL
Whirl AIR
+ 3 Rain AIR + Whirl AIR

2

3

Rain AIR XXL + Whirl AIR

4

Hand shower

5

Body showers

iBox® universal
Installation

Thermostat with iControl® mobile

2150 mm

Function guaranteed from • onwards.
Caption
1

Rain AIR

2

Rainflow
Hand shower

3

Raindrain

Ø 70

Raindance® Showerpipe for concealed installation, with thermostat

2190 mm
1

2

Function guaranteed from • onwards.

1200 mm

Caption
1
2

Overhead shower
Hand shower

Raindrain

Ø 70
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Product overview Hansgrohe finish sets
PuraVida

PuraVida

PuraVida

PuraVida

PuraVida

PuraVida

Bath
# 15445,-000,-400
# 15447,-000,-400

Shower
# 15665,-000,-400

Thermostat
# 15770,-000,-400

Thermostat Highflow
# 15772,-000,-400

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 15775,-000,-400

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 15771,-000,-400

Metropol E

Metropol E

Metropol S

Metropol S

Bath
# 14475,-000,-090
# 14477,-000,-090

Shower
# 14675,-000,-090

Bath
# 14465,-000
# 14466,-000

Shower
# 14665,-000

Metris

Metris

Metris E

Metris E

Metris S

Metris S

Metris Classic

Metris Classic

Bath
# 31493,-000
# 31487,-000

Shower
# 31685,-000

Bath
# 31475,-000
# 31476,-000

Shower
# 31675,-000

Bath
# 31465,-000
# 31466,-000

Shower
# 31665,-000

Bath
# 31485,-000,-820
# 31486,-000,-820

Shower
# 31676,-000,-820

Talis E2

Talis E2

Talis S2

Talis S2

Talis S

Talis S

Talis Classic

Talis Classic

Bath
# 31645,-000
# 31646,-000

Shower
# 31666,-000

Bath
# 32475,-000
# 32477,-000

Shower
# 32675,-000

Bath
# 32475,-000
# 32477,-000

Shower
# 32675,-000

Bath
# 14145,-000,-820
# 14146,-000,-820

Shower
# 14165,-000,-820

Focus E2

Focus E2

Focus E

Focus E

Focus S

Focus S

Bath
# 31945,-000
# 31946,-000

Shower
# 31965,-000

Bath
# 31744,-000

Shower
# 31761,-000

Bath
# 31743,-000

Shower
# 31763,-000

Ecostat E

Ecostat E

Ecostat E/S

Ecostat S

Ecostat S

Ecostat Classic

Ecostat Classic

Thermostat
# 15710,-000,-090

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 15700,-000,-090

Thermostat
Start/Stop
# 15740,-000

Thermostat
# 15711,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 15701,-000

Thermostat
# 15751,-000,-820

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 15752,-000,-820

Not shown, with
shut/diverter valve
# 15720,-000,-090

Not shown
# 15740,-800

Not shown
Highflow
# 15715,-000

Not shown, with
shut/diverter valve
# 15721,-000

Not shown
Highflow
# 15754,-000,-820

Not shown, with
shut/diverter valve
# 15753,-000,-820

Please refer to the Hansgrohe price list or the Hansgrohe catalogue
for the different surface finish options.
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iBox® universal
Product overview

Product overview Axor finish sets
®

Axor Starck

Axor Starck

Axor Starck

Axor Starck

Axor Starck

Axor Starck

Bath
# 10416,-000
# 10418,-000

Shower
# 10616,-000

Thermostat
# 10710,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 10715,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 10700,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 10720,-000

Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X

Axor Starck X

Bath
# 10445,-000
# 10447,-000

Shower
# 10645,-000

Thermostat
# 10716,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 10717,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 10706,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 10726,-000

Axor Cittero

Axor Cittero

Axor Cittero

Axor Cittero

Axor Cittero

Axor Cittero

Bath
# 39455,-000
# 39457,-000

Shower
# 39655,-000

Thermostat
# 39715,-000
# 39710,-000*

Thermostat Highflow
# 39716,-000
# 39711,-000*

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 39705,-000
# 39700,-000*

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 39725,-000
# 39720,-000*

Axor Cittero M

Axor Cittero M

Axor Cittero M

Axor Cittero M

Axor Cittero M

Axor Cittero M

Bath
# 34425,-000
# 34427,-000

Shower
# 34625,-000

Thermostat
# 34715,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 34716,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 34705,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 34725,-000

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Axor Urquiola

Bath
# 11425,-000
# 11426,-000

Combined bath
filler/Porter Unit
# 11435,-000

Shower
# 11625,-000

Thermostat
# 11730,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 11731,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 11732,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 11733,-000

Axor Massaud

Axor Massaud

Axor Massaud

Axor Massaud

Axor Massaud

Axor Massaud

Bath
# 18455,-000
# 18457,-000

Shower
# 18655,-000

Thermostat
# 18740,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 18741,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 18745,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 18750,-000

Please refer to the Hansgrohe price list or the Axor catalogue
for the different surface finish options.

* Hebelgriff ohne Abbildung
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Product overview Axor finish sets
®

Axor Uno2

Axor Uno2

Axor Uno2

Axor Uno2

Axor Uno2

Axor Uno2

Bath
# 38425,-000
# 38427,-000

Shower
# 38625,-000

Thermostat
# 38375,-000

Thermostat Highflow
# 38715,-000

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 38700,-000

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 38720,-000

Axor Steel

Axor Steel

Axor Steel

Axor Steel

Axor Steel

Axor Steel

Bath
# 35425,-800
# 35427,-800

Shower
# 35625,-800

Thermostat
# 35710,-800

Thermostat Highflow
# 35715,-800

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 35700,-800

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 35720,-800

Axor Carlton

Axor Carlton

Axor Carlton

Axor Carlton

Axor Carlton

Axor Carlton

Bath
# 17415,-000,-090
# 17417,-000,-090

Shower
# 17615,-000,-090

Thermostat
# 17710,-000,-090
# 17715,-000,-090

Thermostat Highflow
# 17712,-000,-090
# 17716,-000,-090

Thermostat
with shut-off valve
# 17700,-000,-090
# 17705,-000,-090

Thermostat with
shut/diverter valve
# 17720,-000,-090
# 17725,-000,-090

Axor Montreux

Axor Montreux

Axor Montreux

Axor Montreux

Thermostat
# 16810,-000,
-820,-830

Thermostat Highflow
# 16815,-000,
-820,-830

Shower
# 16800,-000,
-820,-830

Thermostat Highflow
# 16820,-000,
-820,-830

Please refer to the Hansgrohe price list or the Axor catalogue
for the different surface finish options.
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Technical specifications and scale drawings

iBox® universal
Technical Data /
Scale Drawings

Technical specifications for iBox® universal
Operating pressure:
max. 1 MPa
Recommended operating pressure:
Test pressure:
(1 MPa = 10 bar = 147 PSI)
Hot water temperature:
Recommended hot water temperature:

0,1–0,5 MPa
1,6 MPa

Connection dimensions:
Connections:
Free through-flow at:
Bath mixer bath tub outflow:
Bath mixer shower outflow:

G ¾"
cold on the right, hot on the left
0,3 MPa
31 l/min
24 l/min

max. 80 °C
65 °C

Shower mixer:
32 l/min
Thermostat:
43 l/min
Thermostat with shut-off valve:
26 l/min
Thermostat with shut-off and diverter valve: 26 l/min
Highflow thermostat:
58 l/min
Quality mark:

iBox® universal front and side view

DVGW, SVGW

iBox® universal
Outflow 2 e.g. shower (top)
Cold

Hot

SW 5 mm

35 x 2
Outflow 1 (bottom)
9x 2

Extension
25 mm

Extension 22 mm
(at low installation depth)
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The iBox universal revolutionised concealed
installation, making it safer and easier. Now,
working closely with experienced installers,
Hansgrohe has re-worked and improved this
popular product.

improvements? Which tried and tested
elements have been retained? How does
the iBox universal make it easier to install
Hansgrohe’s latest shower innovations?
This technical guide provides answers to
all your questions about the iBox universal
and about concealed installation. It also
demonstrates the many opportunities that
the iBox universal offers you and your
customers when you combine it with
Hansgrohe’s new shower systems.
We did our utmost to ensure that the
printing of this brochure was friendly to
the environment. By using a new kind of
paper we were able to reduce the CO ²
emissions for the production process by
more than 30 %. You too can contribute to
the protection of our environment by passing
on the brochure to others when you’ve
finished reading it, or by recycling it.
A useful tip: Visit www.hansgrohe.com
to download further technical product
information.
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